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Introduction

My week is ruined. I really wanted to write a provocative piece on corporate vision – 

something along the lines of the executive who spends too much time word-smithing his 

vision statement because he likes to hear his people talk about his thoughts clearly. With my 

                

group during the eighties) into the thought piece! My article would have been so smart and 

funny, but when I search for articles that argue corporate vision was a waste of time, I can’t 

                 

how to salvage my failed attempt.

                 

                

on - if this was the case how come so many visions are made up of stale ambiguous rhetoric, 

                   

written, they are brought up only when you ask what the vision is, and the response you all 

too regularly get is a mindless one liner vision statement that sounds like a corporate slogan. 

Usually sounding something like “one company, one vision” or “to be the number one industry, 

product or service in the world” or “to be world class” I think you get the idea. 

                  

a vision, which surely is to provide clear meaningful direction and guidance – similar to how 

a compass and map work’s. It’s not enough to just say “climb the mountain” people need to 

understand which mountain to climb – why it is worth climbing – what is expected of them 

during the climb – who else is involved – what climbing kit they have available and what’s in it 

for them when they reach the summit. 

Underwhelmed by my search and with my thoughts running furiously I decided to jot down my 

own perspective on the enigmatic topic that is corporate vision. My version is based on hard-

earned real life experience so it will hopefully provide some practical value – and to keep you 

reading to the end I will sprinkle a great case study and mix in some academic validation to 

                   

illustrates the unique transformational power of vision…
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An Iconic Story

I believe that this nation should commit itself to achieving the goal,

before this decade is out, of landing a man on the moon 

and returning him safely to the earth.

Source: President John F. Kennedy, 

Address To Congress 1961

This was President Kennedy’s vision for the nation, given during his address to Congress on 

May 25, 1961. President Kennedy’s address combined a national purpose, sense of mission 

and Presidential courtesy extended to the Congress. It also came with (1) a courageous 

               

gripped by cold war paranoia; (2) when a costly war was being fought in Vietnam contributing 

       (3) at a time when the country was experiencing 

widespread social unrest. Despite all these challenges, President Kennedy managed to 

motivate and capture the imagination of a nation. 

It is worth remembering that at this point no one had ever successfully travelled into space 

and a sizeable sceptical audience questioned the ability of NASA to meet the president’s 

timetable of landing on the moon and safely returning by the end of the decade. President 

Kennedy also displayed courage and foresight to place as much as 6% of the Total Federal 

Expenditure behind this initiative at a time when the national budget was strained and space 

exploration was politically unpopular.

 
However within a year of President Kennedy’s speech, Alan Shepard and Gus Grissom became 

                 

              

Kennedy’s vision. 

Looking back, historians widely believe that President Kennedy’s vision had the higher 

purpose of providing a rallying call that would bring together the people behind the idea 

of space exploration as the new frontier and new national mission, ultimately to bind the 

nation together during a very uncertain and scary time…in the hope of starting the process of 

national reconciliation, healing and domestic peace.

Whilst President Kennedy’s vision is not technically a corporate vision, it is an exemplar story 

              

“
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lives today). This iconic story really illustrates what a vision can achieve when you get it 

right. President Kennedy’s vision also contained some of the characteristics often found within 

effective corporate visions. At AllChange we call the characteristics that make up an effective 

vision the vision architecture. I will revisit and explain the terms ‘vision architecture’ and 

‘effective vision’ in more detail further on.

So What Makes An Effective Vision?

                

                  

and agreed language to express the ideas and technical concepts likely to bubble-up during 

               

            

To be considered effective, I believe corporate vision should inform and 

explicitly connect with strategic planning and the

 organisations daily operations.

Source: AllChange Strategic Consulting

                

context than the too often narrow, stale and ambiguous vision statements that we are familiar 

with and regularly use today. 

“
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To be considered effective, I believe corporate vision should inform and explicitly connect 

with strategic planning and the organisations daily operations. The vision should be clearly 

                 

               

be capable of overarching and informing all follow-through activity with clear direction and 

               

               

room for abstract or ambiguity in the messaging.

             

                  

                  

                     

clearly target stakeholder audiences). Corporate vision is capable of overarching a whole 

              

functional and technical capability and articulate the nature of an organisations values and 

associated ways of working. It is also capable of meaningfully crystallising the nature of 

             

                

vision is used in this way it must consider and align-to the wider organisational agenda.

A Side Note Gripe

                  

               

this time I often had to make key decisions in pressured environments where ambiguity, 

uncertainty and a lack of the big picture ruled the day. Now as a Management Consultant 

              

development journey there was very little meaningful support from books or online papers 

available to me. I really wish that our bookshelves held more thought leadership written by 

               

corporate vision, strategy and change management would be better and we would be better at 

engaging people throughout the change journey. 
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Granted there are wonderful exceptions around today. Disney is one example of an 

organisation that understands the power of engaging people as an integral part of their vision 

and strategic delivery process. Disney has meaningfully crystallised the brand to the extent 

that its people are evangelical in the pursuit of bringing the Disney experience to life for the 

customer…and consistently too.

Can you think of any other organisation that is similarly capable of converting inexperienced 

student-types into raving customer-focused machines that understand and care what Disney 

        

costumes when tackling customer challenges too! 

If you can get image conscious students to be 

consistently professional wearing a Micky Mouse 

     

It troubles me that the vast majority of 

thought leadership pieces rarely originate from 

experienced practitioners. Don’t get me wrong, 

I acknowledge the valuable role that validated 

academics bring to the thought-leadership 

         

a challenge to translate the theoretical nuggets 

of wisdom into easily applicable action that could be used regularly at work. And too often 

when I did succeed at sifting through the latest strategy or change guru’s ideas and mental 

concepts, I found that what took a novel to communicate could have been boiled down to a 

couple of chapters… and really wish it had been! 

Some Research From Harvard That Agrees With Me

So with that off my chest and feeling a load lighter, I now run the risk of diminishing my 

             

                

challenges and opportunities my clients and I regularly face.

Being forward-looking, envisioning exciting possibilities 

and enlisting others in a shared view of the future, is the attribute 

that most distinguishes leaders from non-leaders. 

We know this because we asked followers.

Source: To Lead. Create A Shared Vision. 

Harvard Business Review 2009 

“
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•  People want their leaders to be visionaries that ask the following questions. 

“What’s new? What’s next? What’s better?” 

Side Note: Visionaries that ask these questions tend to be people oriented leaders, 

as opposed to task oriented. People oriented leaders engage, empower, energise, 

excite and rally (I ran out of e-words!) their people behind a meaningful cause - and 

compelling story of the future.

•  People want a shared vision of the future that reflects the aspirations, dreams 

and reality of the wider population (not just the personally imposed views of 

the very few) 

Side Note: People can feel a sense of powerlessness or isolation and then react with 

fear, hatred or injustice to change occurring around them. In order to engage and 

galvanise people to the cause, the vision needs to articulate a promise of change 

that people can relate-to. In small measure at least, people need to be able to see a 

reflection of themselves and to recognise their working reality within the image that is 

being evangelised.

•  Leaders struggle to communicate an image of the future that engages, 

connects-with and draws others in – that speaks to what others see and feel in 

a meaningful way. 

Side Note: Too many leaders’ images of the future rely on dry inaccessible language 

that is made up of corporate jargon and words that confuse, frustrate and turn people 

off. When leaders do in fact try to get creative, they can unfortunately fall into the trap 

of relying too heavily on meaningless marketing images of people climbing mountains, 

canoeing wild rivers and cycling across exotic countryside - images that are great for 

an exotic vacation but not particularly helpful when doing the day job in a corporate 

environment.

This research really connected with what I have personally observed. When I canvassed for 

feedback during change initiatives, common themes of a similar nature surfaced repetitively. 

      

•  What the vision would achieve

•  How their leadership got to the vision

•  Why the vision initiative was important

•         
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themselves within the vision. They also wanted to walk beside the leadership while the goals 

and vision were being shaped. Without exception, the only visions that I have seen take hold 

and deliver meaningful results are visions that were shared visions – and these can only be 

created when the wider population are listened-to very, very closely.  

Case Study: Retail & Investment Bank

When writing the last sentence I was reminded of a client I worked with about 10 years 

                

three existing business units, numbering 4,000 people with distinct cultures, values and 

behaviours. To add spice, one of the units was a recent acquisition that had been a long-

             

             

with a common new direction, set of values and leadership behaviours for the new business. 

Fast-forwarding into the future, the newly formed leadership team debated and developed the 

new direction over a period of 6 months that created a surge of engagement across the new 

business. The process aligned the top three leadership tiers behind a common vision that had 

gained a mandated right to proceed. A critical mass of brand ambassadors was created and 

programmes were then designed and implemented to embed the new direction, new culture 

and new way. Transformation activity was integrated with the operational day-to-day activities 

            

the initiative received fantastic reviews and unprecedented levels of engagement across 

the organisation; the following quote from an Area Manager is one example of the feedback 

          

Twelve months into my time here we started to get some real vision and it became 

easier to inspire my Team to achieve more. The leaders of the business started to 

talk about key drivers for Profit, I felt much more engaged, I felt that I was involved 

in shaping the future, I felt that I had more flexibility to succeed in my job, I felt 

that I had the framework in which to operate within and this has enabled me to 

produce a performance to target of 195% sales performance in one office & 102% in 

the other for the full year.

Source: Area Manager, 

Retail & Investment Bank

 …This is why vision can be so special when you get it right! And boy can it be fun!

“
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To avoid the risk of my coming across as being a management-by-committee, woolly-sweater-

             

              

vision does not mean you have to manage by committee. In fact I would strongly advise 

against following this tack. It equally does not mean that everyone has to have a say. Whilst 

               

               

a group of the right people who have sight of the key issues and the business reality that 

they operate in. This ensures that the visions underpinning thinking is not built on inaccurate 

              

the right people who have sight of the business reality, the vision is battle tested with a high 

degree of validation, and the thinking that underpins the vision moves from useless abstract 

             

throughout the lifespan of a change initiative.

The Science And The Art Of Vision Execution

The Science:             

a vision must be wired to accommodate a combination of ideas that help you get where 

                ‘vision 

architecture’.  

A Vision without a Plan is a Dream. 

A Plan without a Vision is a Task. 

In order to effectively execute your game plan, 

you need both

Source: AllChange Strategic Consulting

The Art:               

appropriate vision architecture characteristics, this alone will not be enough to ensure your 

people execute the game plan correct. How you collaboratively build the vision is just as 

important as the vision architecture you consider – get this wrong at your peril!

The Science:              

summarised a selection of the        
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•  What: An effective vision needs to be purpose-focused, aspirational and contain a clear 

sense of mission. It must set the big picture context for action as well as articulate a 

compelling big hairy audacious goal that is stretching yet achievable. To be considered 

effective, the vision should meaningfully articulate why the initiative is important. It 

also should answer the question “what will our business look like in 5 to 10 years time?”

•  Where: The vision needs to provide clear direction with meaningful instructional 

guidance for decision-making and independent behaviour. To be effective the vision 

should ideally generate a vivid mental image of what the organisation will be like in the 

future.

•  Who: The vision should contain 

a clear understanding of the 

stakeholders landscape including the 

varied relationships, dependencies 

and interdependencies between 

stakeholders. To be effective the vision 

must explicitly connect with all key 

stakeholder groups that are directly  

or indirectly impacted.

•  Where: The vision should possess an  

element of system-level (whole   

organism) clarity that enables joined-

up follow-through activity with   

teams understanding where they fit and  understanding the geography and   

causal relationships between the different operational moving parts. 

•  Why: The vision needs to be credible, relevant and grounded in the context of your 

past and current reality.

•  Why: The vision needs to contain some form of humanity (ideology or philosophy) 

that inspires and connects with peoples emotions, providing a sense of meaning to get 

people to care and sign up to the cause. To be effective the vision needs to connect in 

some way with your organisations core values, beliefs and ideals.

•  How: The vision needs to provide a clear reference-able framework guiding decision-

making and prioritisation. To be classified as effective the vision needs to contain an 

element of scope to assist resource planning.
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•  When: The vision needs to possess a clear sense of road-map journey from the current 

state to the future state, with meaningful milestones visualised to provide orientation 

and directional instructions for multiple teams and individuals alike. 

The Art:                

               

“how you approach change is just as important as what you do and what you think”. For 

me, the following quote captures the essence of this truth and has become a central principle 

      

“It Ain’t What You Do It’s the Way That You Do It -

That’s What Gets Results!” 

Source: Bananarama

Those of you of a certain age may recognise that these words are lifted from the lyrics of a 

              

               

                 

scars will attest, execution without engagement is impossible.

Intellectual persuasion alone has its limitations; a pie chart will not inspire raving 

believers or get your people to storm 

the castle. Truly effective visions provide a 

compelling sense of meaning and clarity of 

direction. They are wired to connect to people’s 

heads and hearts in equal measure. As a 

mechanism for real transformational change 

there is nothing that grabs people’s hearts like 

a compelling and clear vision. When people are 

emotionally engaged they start to care and take 

personal ownership for results.

When people are emotionally engaged they are 

energised and galvanised into action. They rally 

behind the new cause and the previously out-

of-reach latent potential and discretionary effort is unlocked and unleashed behind the new 

initiative – driving the levers that lead to profound transformational change.

“
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Vision Creation & Vision Implementation 

                

               

         

•          

•                

•           

•  What is the best way to engage my people, encouraging participation in the creation 

        

•  How can I promote a culture of collaboration, co-creation, and knowledge sharing and 

encourage a sense of ownership in the creation process…plus do this effectively and 

•            

Summary: Five Approaches To Vision Creation & Implementation

During my consulting day job at AllChange, my team and I invest many-many hours thinking 

about how to create the right environment and conditions that will lead to optimal levels of 

engagement, participation and 

follow-through delivery. With this 

in the cross hairs we develop 

activities that integrate creative 

and collaborative techniques 

and environments to engage 

stakeholders. All wired to stimulate 

big picture understanding, ignite 

group genius, build consensus, 

accelerate implementation activity 

and deliver business value quickly. 

During these activities we often 

employ accelerated learning and 

high-performance team techniques 

to create an environment where 

serious business thinking and unrestrained possibility thinking co-exist. These activities are 

              

the business.
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My team and I consistently apply the following approach principles when helping our clients 

            

developed from hard-earned experience and as a result of witnessing what works and does 

          

One: The Creation Approach: Your vision needs to have a clear line-of-sight-of and 

connect-with your business reality. If the vision is based on inaccurate assumptions, assertions 

and stereotypes there is a high likelihood it will fail to get you where you need to go.

Two: The Collaborative Approach: Your vision will be more effective when a broad base 

                

key stakeholders who have a clear sight of the business reality will test thinking more robustly 

and will in-turn connect your vision to your organisations reality. This approach presents the 

             

people, with the removal of abstract, ambiguity and misunderstanding with key stakeholder 

audiences.  Involving key delivery owners in the early vision development phase will also 

increase ownership, buy-in and accountability when vision implementation commences. In 

short, by getting the right people involved at an early stage means the owners work harder at 

removing the barriers.

Three: The Implementation Approach: Your vision will need to encompass all strategic 

           

structures and operating models. However most do not fully appreciate how to bring the new 

organisational initiatives to life through meaningful deployment and implementation. Effective 

implementation requires a big-picture understanding across the organisation, as well as clear 

alignment between objectives and actions. To achieve this effectively, communication needs 

to be in a whole-system, plain language operational format that aligns actions to goals by 

providing clear objectives with clear instructions on how to get there...this is where vision 

comes into its own and is unrivalled as a mechanism for change. 

Four: The Measurement Approach: The people who own and are responsible for 

bringing the vision and strategy to life must clearly understand what the aspired future state 

              

the early vision creation and strategic planning stages, and is fully geared to directing and 

supporting implementation, we have found that executives can road-map implementation 

activity more effectively.  In this scenario they are well placed to  and deploy 

resources, can better measure progress and  lead transformational change
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There is a greater sense of orientation in the heat of delivery and as 

such people are better equipped to make coordinated adjustments to 

keep activity on track. 

Five: The Visualisation Approach: Your vision and strategy 

must be clearly understood by all who have a role in making it happen 

– from the bridge down to the boiler room of your organisation. In 

order to achieve this, everyone must be working on the same page 

with a commonly understood and agreed language framework that 

               

the activities, initiatives and capabilities required to execute effectively).

But words alone will only get you so far…

               

       

• Enhance collaboration.

• Promote big picture thinking.

• Tackle complex system level challenges.

• Visually model group thinking – increasing group memory and follow through.

• Capture thinking in story form – promoting emotional connection, rich meaning and

deeper engagement.

Groups get much smarter when they can think in big picture formats that allow for 

             

developing vision and strategy. Visual thinking is a powerful way to resolve confusion in 

             

               

                 

another it must be contained in something that can be easily transmitted, just as a disease 

will spread within a human population via a highly contagious virus. A good visual story is 

precisely that kind of container.

Final Thoughts

I have written this thought piece with the aim of sharing good practice. It is also intended 

                   

book on this topic and understand whether there is interest in a book written by a practitioner. 

It would also be great to understand if you found this thought piece helpful. So any and all 

feedback would be greatly welcomed.
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Contact Ian
Email:  ian.ure@allchange.co.uk     

Telephone: +44 7907 545475

Bio
Ian Ure is Founder and Managing Partner of AllChange 

          

       

Engagement Communications. Presently heading up the 

Strategic Change Practice at AllChange, Ian focuses on 

helping large organisations to work through organisational 

challenges associated with complexity, scale, multi-

      

and IT strategy execution that delivers real results at pace.  

In the past, Ian worked with a number of blue chip consultancies and successfully set-up 

his own consultancy focused on turnaround strategy. He also worked to board level in the 

              

intimately having earned a reputation for successfully turning around distressed businesses 

cost neutrally. He is a master facilitator and has been a guest speaker on the subjects of brand 

operationalisation, strategy execution and strategic leadership. 

AllChange Company Overview
AllChange is a different kind of business strategy, change and engagement consultancy. We 

specialise in vision creation and the provision of integrated transformation solutions that 

help visualise strategy and major programmes of change in rich meaningful detail – aimed at 

linking over arching strategy to daily operations. 

AllChange build user-friendly creative communications tools that ensure our clients’ message 

attracts attention, stimulates rich engagement and dialogue – and is remembered. This leads 

to real and sustainable change, and compellingly positive transformation.
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